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INTRODUCTIJN

The design goal for the NURD-lu has been to naxe the most
powerful 15—bit computer on the market. In aidition to
being a very good general purpose computer, the NORD—ld
has many‘ features which name it a superb conoqter for
real time applications. Special emphasis has been olaced
on reliability and ea e or maintenance. The commuter is
very modular and may ea i be expanded to handle very
large applications.

The NORD—lfl' has built—in diagnOstic microorograms,
residing in Read Jnly Menory, with which all vital parts
of the hashine may be checmed out. All NJRD~lu
instructions are executed under the control of a powerful
microprocessor.~

Notable features of the NJRD—IJ are a very powerful 1/3
system, a sophisticated hardware paging system union
provides virtual memory and extensive memory protection,
an extremely responsive interrupt system and a very high
instruction execution rate. '



Main NORD—lu characteristics:

- 16-bit word length with full add essing space of no

to end words and a physical memory size of up to
256K words.

'

- 137 :instrlctions plus 16 instructions reserved for

the individual user's specification.

— only one word of storage for each instruction.

- 126 general programmable registers, o for each of lo
main interrupt levels.

- 356 external hardware priority interrupt levels for
input/output devices.

- 16 internal hardware priority levels for pragran
use, each with its own complete set of d registers.

— context switching from one interrupt level to
another in 1.5 microseconds.

- 5 different addressing modes providing for relative
addressing, index and base registers with pre and
post indexing and indirection.

— complete set of fixed point arithmetic instructions
including fixed point multiply and divide and bit
instructions.

- hardware floating point instructions standard.

NORD-lU can efficiently utilize all software which has
been developed for the very successful N03 —1 conputer.
Several operating systems are available including the
general purpose NJRD Tinesharing Systen which can run any
mix of programs in interactive mode, the SINTRAN ii real
time multiprogramming operating systen, and the NORD-JPS
batch operating system. Other system software available
includes FORTRAN IV, BASIC, NUDAL interpretive control
language, file systems, QED interactive text editor, and
MAC which is a powerful integrated assembler/debugger-



The NORD~1U computer has been designed and is being
produced by A/S Norsn Date—ElektroniKK, Oslo, Norway. The
company introduced its first computer, the NORD-l. in
1965. More_tnan 120 installations are in operation today
and are spread over the whole world. In the niqnly
competitive computer business, the company has
specialized in delivering complete tailor made systems.
A/S NorsK5Data—EleKtroniKK has obtained a substantial
part of tne world's snioooard computer control narKet
witn more than 50 conouters running on board merchant
ships around tne worldt

NDRD computers are also widely used in education,
computer science, medical research and process control.



Other NDRD products include the following:

maanzau minicoooutez

The moan—av was introduced in 1971. This computer

provides ’very fast interrupt handling and is very well

suited for data communications. multi—computer

applications and process control.
‘

HQBD;i_compuLe dodule :

The NORD—s was first delivered in 1972 and is a general

purpose 32 bit high speed compute module designed to be

attacned to a general purpose NORD computer system or to

computers from other manufacturers. The NURD-S can

perform a 64 bit floating point multiplication, for

example, in 900 nanOseconds and is thus very suitable for

such compute bound tasKs as are found in meteorology and

nuclear research.

uoeozeu annex successon

The NORD-ou, which was introduced in 1973. is_ a special
purpose compute unit which performs convolution vector

element sum operations, scaling, multiplexing and

demultiplexing operations. The NORD—5U array processor

will be used in seismic surveying and performs more than
one million floating point multiplications plus more than
one million floating point additions in one second.

NQBDQQM colon anaahic disalai system

NURDSOM is a four color graphic and character display
system which uses standard color television sets.
Standard video signals may be miXed with computer
generated information.

NQBD ADI Beanie doe Entny Ienminals

The NORD IDT terminals simulate standard terminals to
Honeywell 6030/6000, Univac lino/1110, 13M 360/37U and
CDC JJUU/oouu. The terminals may also be run as user
tasKS on the NJRD Timesharing System.


